## EXECUTIVE MBA CALENDAR 2023–2025

### 2023

**TERM 1** FALL | SEPT. 26–DEC. 9

**THEME:** Strategic Value and Financial Impact

**COURSEWORK:**
- FIN T680: Value Creation Across the Enterprise
- MKTG T505: Marketing Strategy
- MGMT T205: Strategy Analysis

**Dates and courses listed above are subject to change. Asynchronous online courses are listed under “Coursework” in the left-hand column but are not represented on the adjacent 2023–2025 calendar.**

### 2024

**TERM 2** WINTER | JAN. 8–MARCH 16

**THEME:** Analytical Leadership and Data-driven Decisions

**COURSEWORK:**
- BSAN 601: Intro to Business Analytics (asynchronous online)
- ORGB 640: Negotiations for Leaders
- ORGB 510: Leading in Dynamic Environments

### 2025

**TERM 5** FALL | SEPT. 23–DEC. 6

**THEME:** Tech Innovation and Competitive Advantage

**COURSEWORK:**
- MIS T510: Aligning Information Systems and Business Strategy (asynchronous online)
- ECON 601: Managerial Economics
- BUSN T600: Design Thinking for Executives

**TERM 6** WINTER | JAN. 3–MARCH 14

**THEME:** Strategy, Implementation and Leading Change

**COURSEWORK:**
- MGMT T500: Strategic Management and Implementation
- BUSN T600: Executive Capstone

---

Dates and courses listed above are subject to change. Asynchronous online courses are listed under “Coursework” in the left-hand column but are not represented on the adjacent 2023–2025 calendar.